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I had zero idea what dementia really looked like until my Mothers stroke dropped it in my own
lap only a few chapters in, plenty of knowledge & excellent overview As a kid and caregiver of a
mother or father with Dementia, this book shines a complete new look on the disease, the
victims of this terminal disease and the wait for the closure. I had no idea what dementia
actually appeared as if until my Moms stroke dropped it in my lap, I've gotten more out of what
I've read than 4 weeks of asking questions. I'd say this is a must have for anyone dealing with
dementia & a loved one. No one you know has dementia? I've found this book to be very
informative and also have loaned it to a university professor friend of mine who teaches a
training course on gerontology. read it for general understanding to be more understanding of
strangers who have dementia What you ought to know I've found this book to be tremendously
helpful in understanding the process of dementia. The writer explains, in easy to read language,
what takes place in the various levels of dementia. He also provides useful information and
resources on how friends and family may assist the individual with dementia.? I wanted an
informative book upon this topic and when I clicked on the topic at Amazon, it popped up. After
reading the explanation I made a decision to order it. I would recommend it to whoever has a
relative or friend with dementia. A must read This book provides complete and tremendously
helpful insight in to the disease. Thank you The Simplicity of Dimentia First book I've read that
explains the problem rather than what caregivers ought to be doing. details in this book. why. I
would recommend this book for anybody questioning their very own symptoms or those of a
family member. I thought it had been very informative. Clear and easy to read & understand.
insight into "oh, that is why she does that". this book gave me MUCH needed information on
symptoms, where to go for medical diagnosis & My mother-in-law lives with me so I am the
primary care-giver; I also recommended it to my sister-in-law so she could be more aware of
what I'm doing & Outstanding! Excellent book! Essential read for caregivers and families dealing
with dementia. Explains what to expect and assists caregiver to understand some happens are
just part of the illness and that you are not going crazy The Simplicity of Dementia This book was
very informative for me and my family. I love it Very good book! I had not been disappointed. We
could actually understand better what our Mom is going through.
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